
Time is valuable! The 315 features USB 3.1 
Gen 2 Type-C port for fast charging speeds 
and outstanding data transfer rates.

Speedy connectivity

Graphics cards keep getting bigger and heavier! 
InWin has found a solution and developed a 
versatile graphics card holder design to keep 
your GPU from sagging and to protect your 
system! 

Versatile GPU 
Anti-Sag Support

Pre-installed Luna AL120 high performance, 
ARGB cooling fan will provide powerful 
cooling performance, while reflecting ARGB 
lighting through its crescent white fan blades. 

ARGB PWM Fan
Luna AL120

The 315 can accommodate three fans at the bottom, three fans at 
the top and one rear fan for efficient cooling solutions. You can also 
install liquid cooling radiators instead. The choice is yours!

Versatile Cooling Options

350mm Graphics Cards

160mm

Max.HDD x2 Max.SSD x2

200mm PSU

315 is a Mid Tower but supports up to E-ATX motherboard (12” x 13”) and 
can accommodate multiple 2.5” / 3.5” storage devices at the same time. 

Highly Expandable for Superb Performance

Small details matter to us! The high-quality 
aluminium panels and power button are 
presented with a delicate classic hairline 
finish and all the edges are beautifully 
polished with a diamond cut to prevent polished with a diamond cut to prevent 
scratches. To top it off, the tempered glass 
side panel is embellished with an InWin 
logo engraved on an exquisite metal 
badge. 

Details that Matter

The tinted tempered glass side panel is the 
window to the soul of your system. Use this 
convenient and screwless quick-release design 
to remove the side panel by simply pressing a 
button!

Quick-Release 
Side Panel Button

This fine aluminium structure makes 
the perfect contrast to the tinted glass 
on the front and top panels. Indulge 
yourself in this exquisite combination to 
showcase a simple, yet elegant system 
aesthetic.

Unmatched Quality

Mid Tower


